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Abstract
© 2017 Serials Publications. The article is devoted to the research of discursive practices in the
Internet environment on anticorruption issues. The research objective is to analyze the online-
communications of the Russian authorities and citizens on the issues of anticorruption policy
implementation. The methodological basis of the research is systemic-communicative approach;
its theoretical basis is the conception of an Open society by K. Popper. Basing on the analysis of
international rankings and all-Russia opinion polls on corruption issues, Internet freedom and
quality of state administration, the authors come to the conclusion that the social-information
anomie on anticorruption issues is strengthening. This type of anomie reflects the contradiction
between the prescriptive, official  information and the descriptive one, which ascertains the
actual state of affairs in the society. The information gap leads to the reduction of level of trust
to the existing power institutions, to the growth of social-political entropy, to social-network
mobilization of the citizens. The analysis of the causes and conditions, which maintain the
information misbalance, revealed the incongruence between the technological preparedness of
the Russian state for its functions' implementation via the Internet and the level of thestates'
social-political preparedness for the open anticorruption dialog.
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